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SURFCAM Form&LockThe SURFCAM Form &
Lock option provides 3D Modeling and
Assemblyfeatures along with advanced

design and manufacturing
capabilities.SURFCAM Form & Lock users are

able to take advantage of one of the
mostpowerful tools in their inventory for
high performance cuttingof metal, glass,

stone, ceramic and any other material that
can bedesigned into 3D. Ramps &

ElevatorsSURFCAM provides 4 different ways
of moving the tool verticallyon the tooling

center. SURFCAM now supports the
SURFCAM Ramp &Elevator, which combines
the utility of ramps and elevators. Withthis

powerful concept, machine tools can be
moved from one area toanother and back in
a matter of seconds instead of minutes or
hours,which can save significant time, as

well as significantly improvethe safety of the
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machining operation. Using the SURFCAM
Ramp &Elevator, material handling and

material movement jobs can run smoothly
and quickly. SURFCAM Budget

PurchaseSURFCAM Budget Purchase is
designed as a budget solution

thatautomatically includes almost all
functions of SURFCAM. Users canquickly get

to the high end of the SURFCAM system
using only the$49/month option. SURFCAM
ColorThis was released to provide a great
experience for 3D screenreaders and color

blind users. Color maps are support in
SURFCAM,giving the designers a truly
intuitive approach to turn designinto a

digital fabrication environment. SURFCAM
KinectSURFCAM using the Kinect has

revolutionalized the users'perception of
milling and turning as it allows the SURFCAM

to run as a 3D scanning platform.
SURFCAMsensors detect the user and build a
3D model of the user based on theposes and

movements of the user.
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Automatic Laser PerformanceSURFCAM uses
Autolaser technology to perform various
functions andaregister automatically. No
operations are needed manually. Theuser
can start machining right away. SURFCAM

User and Custom FunctionsOne of the most
powerfull features of SURFCAM is the ability
toadd custom user functions using various

programming languages.The custom
functions assist you in gaining maximum

productivitywhen you are performing
repetitive tasks. You can also program the

solftool paths for any job-specific, time-
saving machiningpattern. Cross

LinkingSURFCAM provides direct link
between all tools and primitives, asshown in
the figure below. In addition, Cross Linking
provides funcionalityfor cross-connection
between primitives (during nesting). After

nestingup to 4 primitives, SURFCAM is
capable of recursive nesting where

canseparate and continue the nesting as a
new job. The small box showsan example of
cross linking between primitives of the same

machineway. 3D NavigatorSURFCAM
supports the ability to see all three axes and

the associatedmotion for each axis
simultaneously. SURFCAM also provides

theability to adjust positioning of the point
of view. The 3D Navigatoroption in

SURFCAM allows you to have a unique view
of yourconfiguration in a single window to
make your machining choreseasier and

more efficient. SURFCAM 3D
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NavigatorSURFCAMs 3D Navigator system
provides the ability to visualizessurface
primitives in any configuration you may

require. It will alsoprovide you with easy-to-
read animations that will allow you

tobecome familiar with the paths you will
program. 5ec8ef588b
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